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Abstract. Allocating bandwidth for a certain period of time is

an often encountered problem in networks offering some kind
of quality of service (QoS) support. In particular, for aggregate demand the required bandwidth at each point in tinie
may exhibit considerable fluctuations, random fluctuations as
well as systematic fluctuations due to different activity at different tinies of day. In any case, there is a considerable
aniount of uncertainty to be dealt with by strategies for effectively allocating bandwidth. In this paper, we try to devise socalled robust strategies for bandwidtli allocation under uncertaiiity. The notion of robustness here means that we look for
strategies which perform well under most circumstances, but
not necessarily best for a given situation. By simulations, we
compare the different strategies we propose with respect to
the robustness and performance they achieve in terms of (virtual) cost savings. We show that robustness and good perforniance need not be contradictory goals and furtherniore that
very good strategies need not be complex, either.
Keywords. Bandwidth management, demand uncertainty,
VPN, robust algorithms.

1. Introduction
Many decisions and optimizations in the areas of network design, traffic engineering and other resource allocation probleins are based on uncertain data due to the
relatively long timescales on which these mechanisms
operate. In this paper, we argue that a decision maker is
typically interested in robust solutions and we derive several fairly general strategies for a recurring sub-problem of
the above areas - bandwidrh allocation. The different strategies for the bandwidth allocation problem with renegotiations and reservation in advance between a customer and a
network provider are implemented and their robustness and
performance is tested in a series of numerical simulations.
In order to be able to guarantee a basic level of quality to
a customer the provider has to know at least the upper limit
of the customer's traffic, allowing him to provision the
right amount of resources and perform admission control,
independent of the quality of service architecture, e.g., IntServ [3] or DiffServ [2], used. In this paper, we look at a
customer that needs a considerable, varying amount of network resources (e.g., bandwidth) over long timescales, for
example for a provider provisioned virtual private network
(see IETF working group ppvpn, 14, 91). potentially in support of business-critical applications. The demand fluctuates heavily over the course of a day with peaks in the late
morning and afternoon hours and far lower demand in the
night hours as well as over the course of the week with ups
on the weekdays and downs at the weekend.
Previous research work [ l 1,22,35, 151 has shown that it
is generally favourable for both customer and provider to
allow renegotiation of bandwidth allocations. The customer
V

saves costs during phases of low demand and the provider
can make better use of the capacity of the network. Arnong
other findings, the simulations in this paper confirm that
without renegotiation the costs increase considerably (at
least by a factor of 3 in our settings). A lot of research in
the area of virtual private networks is done to increase the
flexibility of VPNs [6, 21, 17, 18,241, a trend which makes
renegotiations easy.
On the downside, for business critical applicatioiis renegotiation can be a dangerous mechanism because customers are given no guarantees that they obtain the higher
amount of bandwidth they need for their peak demands as
the provider could run out of resources in such times leading to a rejection of the request.
This problem can be avoided if renegotiation is combined with reservations in advance. Customers can now
request their increased bandwidth ahead of time. They can
thus avoid the risk of running out of bandwidth for business
critical applications. We will show in this paper that they
will usually still save costs. S o there are strong arguinents
for customers to use reservation in advance.
On the other hand with reservation in advance the provider has a better prognosis of the utilization of the network in advance which may allow him in turn to
potentially allocate bandwidth more efficiently at further
providers, yet the latter recursion is not in the scope of this
paper. We assume that if there is not enough bandwidth for
a reservation in advance that either the provider allocates
the missing bandwidth at another provider or the customer
changes providers.
In this paper, we take the viewpoint of a (e.g., VPN) customer mentioned above that reserves bandwidth (e.g., for
one of the trunks of his VPN) in advance at a provider (e.g.,
offering a bandwidth-assured VPN service). The problem
for the customer is that its demand forecast is necessarily
uncertain.
We will use methods from stochastic programming. Stochastic programming deals with optimization under uncertainty and was introduced in 1955 by Dantzig [ 5 ] . Good
overviews on stochastic programming are given in [19, 29,
33, 341. A case study that uses stochastic programming for
capacity planning in the semiconductor industry can be
found in [20]. In [31], service provisioning for distributed
comrnunication networks with uncertain data is studied.
Several service provisioning models are presented that
account for several types of uncertainty. However, no efficient solution algorithms are presented and no simulations
are carried out. Another related work is [7], here a service
provider offers computational services and tries to maximize profits. In our work we consider a network service

and take the perspective of the customer. Some of the methods presented in this paper were also successfully applied
to a different problem domain, the plaiining of a production
program [ 2 8 ] .
As a remark, the mentioned problem can be considered
as an instance of the MPRASE (Multi-Period Resource
Allocation at System Edges) framework [12, 141. This
frainework models the edge between two networks. Our
recent work [27, 13, 151 has shown that many resource
allocation problems at an edge are similar to a certain
degree which makes it easy to reuse algorithms or to reduce
problems to other, already solved ones. This background
Comes in handy when deriving solution algorithms in this
paper. In terms of the MPRASE taxonomy [13], the bandwidth allocation problem dealt with here is "1 I 1 I 1 I FV I *
I DD" as it deals with an uncertain edge (discrete stochastic
demand) between one customer and one provider, uses a
one-dimensional resource model and a linear cost model
with fixed and variable costs.
The paper is structured as follows: In the next sectioii,
the deterministic version of the bandwidth allocation model
we use as application example is introduced and described.
In the third section, uncertainty in planning problems is
discussed. In particular, we show several ways of modeling
uncertaiiity, define the robustness of a plan and show some
general strategies that deal with uncertainty in model constraints. Those strategies are evaluated in the fourth section
based on their robustness and general performance, before
in the last section we summarize our findings and point
towards future research directions in this area.

2. Application Example: Ordering a VPN Service
2.1 Bandwidth Allocation Model
In order to have a realistic background we use as application example a VPN for which bandwidth is reserved in
advance. We assurne that a custoiner requests bandwidth
for a provider provisioned VPN for a longer period. The
level of bandwidth r, is flexible and can be changed (ahead
of time). In order to give incentives not to change the level
of bandwidth too often, fixed costs cs which are incurred
by each change in the level of bandwidth are introduced.
These costs can be real costs or just calculatory fictive costs
to account for the renegotiation overhead. Variable costs
are incurred depending on the level of reserved (not necessarily used) bandwidth.
This bandwidth allocation model is formulated as a MIP
(mixed integer prograrnming [16]) problem in MI. M1 is a
deterministic problem, all of the Parameters are assumed to
be known exactly - an obviously unrealistic assumption,
which is why we introduce uncertainty in the next section.
The objective function (1) of M1 minimises total costs.
(2) ensures that demand is fully satisfied in each period.
Whenever r, and rl-, differ, i.e., a new bandwidth allocation
takes place and s, is forced to become I. This is expressed
in (3) and (4). Note that s, is set to 0 in all other cases automatically because of the non-negative entry C: in the
objective function.

1 M1

Deterministic Bandwidth Allocation Problem
Variables:
r, Amount of reserved capacity in period I = 1,..., T.
s, Binary variable, I if a (re)allocation is made at beginning of period t = 1, ...,T and 0 otherwise.
Parameters:
b, Demanded capacity in period r = I , ...,T. Demand is assumed to positive (b, > 0).
C; Fixed allocation ~osts,costs per allocation. We assurne
positive costs (C; > 0).
C:' Variable allocation costs, costs per reserved capacity
unit per period.
ro Allocation level before the beginning of the first period.
M M is a sufficiently high nurnber (e.g., max ( 0 , ) ) .

1

Minimize x c : s , + z c : r ,
r

r

subject to
r, 2 b,

2.2 Solution Algorithms
In [14], several exact and heuristic algorithms for the
problem above are presented and evaluated. In this paper,
we use the cheapest exact algorithm from that work which
is based on the dynami programming paradigm [ I ] and
has a complexity of O( ). The function C(tI, f2) is defined
as the minimal costs for a single allocation between period
tl and tz. It can be calculated as
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C ( t „ t2) =
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The algorithm exploits the structure of the problem
which causes C(t,., I,) 5 C(t,., tx+,) Q(t„, (,)(X > y . The
algorithm is depicted in Figure 1.
Preparation:
Prepare an empty array cMin and an empty array pred, each
with T entries.
Start:
cMin(1) = C(tl, 1,)
pred(1) = 1
Iteration t = 2, ..., T:
cMin(t) = rnin(C(i, t) + cMin(i-1) I i = 1, ..., I ]
pred(t) = argmin(C(i, 1) + cMin(i-I) l i = I , ...,I )
Result:
cMin(T+I) contains the minimal costs while array pred
Stores the hops towards that solution.
Figure 1: Dynamic programining algorithm for the deterministic bandwidth allocation problem.

3. Bandwidth Allocation under Uncertainty
3.1 Modeling Uncertainty

If there is no uncertainty with regard to a parameter the
value of that parameter is known at the time the decision is
made. We then call that parameter deterministic. The deterministic case of the bandwidth allocation problem has been
briefly presented in the previous section and is treated in
detail in [14], where the basic problem is also advanced
towards the case of multiple providers.
Types of Uncertainty. Parameters like future bandwidth
demand which form the basis for a decision or optimization
process can be and in practice often are uncertain. Several
degrees of uncertainty for a pararneter can be distinguished:
Total uncertainty: Nothing is known about which values
the parameter will take. The best thing one can do in
this case is to try to react flexibly and learn from past
values the parameter took. [27] deals with the single
provider single customer bandwidth allocation problem
under total uncertainty.
Stochastic uncertainty: The exact value the parameter
will take is not known but the decision maker knows the
probability distribution of the parameter and can thus
make some predictions about the parameter. [8] and
[26] are typical works that deal with stochastic uncertainty for bandwidth allocation problems from a provider's point of view by assuming sources with on-off
traffic.
Discrete stochastic uncertainty: The parameter is drawn
from a discrete set of values, each value Iias a certain
probability. The set is typically modeled as a number of
scenarios. This approach is discussed below in more
detail as it is the approach taken in this paper.
Modeling Uncertainty with Scenarios. The idea of
modeling uncertainty with scenarios has its roots in scenario analysis [25, 231. Scenario analysis is a method for
long-raiige planning under uncertainty. Conformant and
plausible combinations of the realizations of all uncertain
parameters yield a nurnber of scenarios. These scenarios
form the basis for the following decision process (e.g., a
production plan is based on the assumption that one of the
three scenarios will occur: "prices and demand go up",
"prices fall slightly and demand remains equal", "demand
goes back and prices fall heavily"). An application example
and literature overview is given in [20].
However, describing uncertainty with a range of scenarios is also sensible for short- and mid-range plaiining and
often used for stochastic prograinming [19, 5, 291 as it has
some crucial advantages over using a parametrized probability distribution:
It is easy and intuitive for the decision maker to create
the ncenarios, they could also be created automatically
[101.
Scenarios are easy to analyze, their plausibility can be
approved easier than by creating a mathernatical probabiilty distribution.

Scenarios are flexible, every kind and number of possible events can be easily accounted for in the scenarios.
Finally, scenarios can be used as a discretization of
probability distributions for numerical algorithms.
Due to the advantages of the scenario method we apply it
in this paper to model the uncertainty of the demand b, for
period t =],...,T. We assume that we have a number S of
scenarios with the demand forecast b„ for period t and scenario s, each scenario has a probability p, witli

3.2 Robustness
The notion of robust plans stems from decision theory
[29]. Decision makers are typically evaluated cx post by
how good their proposed plan performed in reality (i.e., in
the scenario that actually occured). As they can loose their
job and career when their plan performs badly in the occuring scenario and this typically outweighs the praise if the
plan performs well, clever decision makers are risk-averse
to a certain degree and biased towards robust plans. A
robust plan is a plan that is judged positive in most of the
scenarios and does not perform too badly in any of the scenanos.
The decision making instance in the VPN application
example is also interested in robust plans, no (corporate)
customer runs high risks that there are insufficient
resources in critical times just for saving some communication costs.
We now derive strategies that caii deal with the uncertain
parameters b, and evaluate their robustness later in simulations.

3.3 Strategies for Dealing with Uncertainty
In general, uncertain parameters can occur in the objective function and the constraints of an optimization problem. If the objective function is affected the decision maker
runs the risk of not achieving optimal results because of the
uncertainty. If, however, the constraints are affected the
decision maker risks creating plans that are not valid or
realizable in reality. Dealing with uncertainty in the constraints is usually harder and more complex, yet niore
iinportant than dealing with uncertainty in the objective
function [29]. In the bandwidth allocation problem constraint (2) is affected by the uncertain parameters b„. We
now present some general strategies how to deal with problems that have uncertain constraints.
Deterministic Substitution Strategies. For the deterministic substitution strategies we substitute the uncertain
(scenario dependent) pararneter brSAwith a deterministic
(scenario independent) parameter b, and then solve the
resulting deterministic problem M1 with the algorithm presented in Section 2.2.
Several substitutions can be used. An obvious one is to
use the expected value

s=l

as substitute, we call this strategy DED (deterministic
with expected demand). To avoid underestimating the
demand a surcharge a can be added to the substitute. We
call this strategy surcharge strategy (DSUa):

s=l

For the deterministic worst-case strategy DWC we use
the highest value of all scenarios as substitute:
6, = max{b„lVs}
(10)

A plan based on the worst case values yields a solution
that satisfies all constraints for all scenarios, this is why
such a strategy is also called fat solution strategy [19, 291.
Chance Constrained Strategies.
The deterministic
strategies have no real control over the chance that their
plan violates the uncertain contraints with the exception of
DWC which makes Sure that the plan is valid for 100% of
the scenarios. The chance constrained strategy CC allows
finer control over the chance that a plan is valid by introducing a factor a and forcing the uncertain constraint to be
satisfied in at least a percent of the scenarios.

M2

we denote Q the set of all scenarios s for which Cs =l. Now
look at all C2 that satisfy (13) except those R that have a
subset R' C C2 that satisfies (13)'. A deterministic problem
can be formulated with
6, = rnax{bl,ls E C l } .
(15)
The deterministic problems can be solved with the algorithm from Section 2.2. For all the deterministic problems,
select the one that yields least costs, its optimal solution is
the optimal solution of the CC strategy. If all S scenarios
have the same probability then the number of deterministic
problems that have to be solved is

For 20 scenarios and a chance a of 0.8 this, e.g., leads to
4845 deterministic problems. Because of the high complexity we also look at a modification of the idea behind
the CC strategy which makes the calculation considerably
easier. Instead of requiring that a plan is valid with a
chance of a for all periods we require a plan to just account
for the demand of a percent of the scenarios in each period.
We call this strategy the separated chance constrained
strategy SCC. It is quite easy to implement. Assume that
b',[ are the Parameters b„ sorted over all scenarios by
increasing values and let p'( be their probabilities. For the
SCC strategy we pick
r

Chance Constrained
Bandwidth Allocation (CC)

Variables see MI and:
Binary Variable, 1 if all dernand satisfied is satisfied for
scenario s and 0 othenvise.
Parameters See M 1 and:
b, Dernanded capacity in scenario s = 1,...,S for period r =

Cs

1. ...,T.
ps Probability of scenario s = 1,...,S.

a

The probability that the plan is valid.

Minimize (1)
subject to (3), (4), (5) and

r , + M ( l - 6,) 2 b„

V Z, 'ds

(12)

S

C Psi, 2 a

(13)

s=l

Cs

{07 1 1

vs

(14)

The chance constrained strategy is much harder to implement than the deterministic Substitution strategies, as can
be Seen from the complexity of the MIP model M2: The
binary variable Cs is used to indicate if the demand is satifsfied for all periods of scenario s (constraint (12)). (13)
forces a number of scenarios to be satisfied with a chance
of at least a.
An efficient algorithm to solve the chance constrained
strategy CC is t; reduce it to a number of deterministic
problems: For all possible permutations of C, f0r s=1, ...,S

\

J

"=I

as substitute and can thus reduce the SCC problem to a
single deterministic problem.
Recourse Strategies. The CC strategy controls the risk
that a solution is invalid to some extent. Recourse strategies
control the risk in a different way. In M3 a recourse strategy with expected recourse (RER) is given.

M3
(11)

L

Bandwidth Allocation with
Expected Recourses (RER)

Variables see M 1 and
S„ Recourse for scenario s = 1,...,S for period t = 1,...,T.
Parameters see M1 and
:C
Recourse costs for scenario s = 1, ...,S for period I =
1,...,T.
b„ Dernanded capacity in scenario s = 1,...,S for period t =
1, ...,T.
ps Probability of scenario s = 1,...,S

„

(18)

rr+frs2bts

V t , 'ds

(19)

f„20

vt , 'ds

(20)

Minirnize x c : s , + Z c L r , + x x p s c ; ' f
I

I

I

S

subject to (3), (4), (5) and

'.~hesesets cannot yield better soluiion than their subset, this
is why they do not have to be looked at.

In constraint (19) the new variable f,, measures by which
amount the demand remains unsatisfied in scenario s for
the resulting planned allocatioii in period I, r,. The CC
strategy only takes into account that demand is unsatisfied
or not, the recourse strategy also takes into account how
much demand is unsatisfied in a given scenario.
The recourse f„ has to be penalized in the objective function. The RER does this by weightingh with :C and adding the expected value over all scenarios to the objective
function(l8).
In order to implement the recourse strategy the algorithm
of Section 2.2 can be reapplied with some modifications..
The modified algorithrn is presented in Figure 2.
Preparation:
Prepare ernpty arrays cMin, niveau andpred, each with Tentries.
Sm:

niveau(1) = ropl(l, I)
cMin(1) = Copt(l,1)
pred(1) = 1
Iteration 1 = 2, ..., T:
cMin(1) = min{Copl(i,I) + cMin(i-1) I i = 1, ..., I )
pred(t) = argrnin{C(niveau(i)i, t) + cMin(i-1) I i = 1, ..., I }
niveau(t) = rop,(pred(t),I)
Result:
cMin(T+l) contains the minimal costs while
array pred storcs the hops towards that solution. and
array niveau the optimal reservation niveaus.
Figure 2: Dynamic programming algorithm for the
recourse strategies.
It uses as cost function
C(r129 f l , t2)

I = ll

l=lls=l

(22)
the optimal rate rop, (that leads to minimal costs
Copi(tl,t2) = C(ropI(fl7 t ~ )[ ,I > 12) between t, arid f2)
(23)
ropl((l,f 2 ) = r ( C ( r , t l , t2) =
min{C(r, t l , t i ) ( v r ~[O,max{b,)t E [ t l , t 2 1 ) l l
and the recourse f„(r, t,, t2) which is defined as
frs(r> f l i t2) = max{O, b„- r l
(24)
As ctl is fixed, the minimum costs C(r„, t t2) from
(21) can also be written as

„

I2

I

S

'2

= II

r=i,s= I

which can be rewritten as
/
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\

12

S

Function

6, =

I

C:

Ir

is a linear strictly rnonotonic increasing function of r.
Function C,
- =

2

P,.,

J

(29)

min(0, r - b „ l

is a wide-sense increasing piecewise linear functioti that
starts with negative values. Its slope is decreasing and
becomes Zero for all r > max (b„ I s = l , ...,S, t E [ I I,] ).
For a local miqirnurn the slope of the difference cf these
two functions C has to be zero2. As the slope of C is the
difference between the constant positive slope of C l and
itjs zero only for a single point
the decreasing slope of
ta or a single interval [t„ tb]. C therefore only has one local
minimum which is then at the same time the global minimurn. If there is only a single minimum it can be easily
found with a binary search over all r = b„ with
t E [ f I , t2] an s = l ,...,S. This results in a worst-case complexity of O( log(TS)).

„

P

4. Simulations
A simulative comparison is used to assess the merits of
the different strategies presented above. First in this section, the simulation setup and the generation of the scenarios are described. After that the robustness of the strategies
is examined. Yet, robustness is not the only important ciiterion, the average performance of the strategies is also very
important, therefore, it is evaluated in a second series of
simulation runs. After that some further results from other
simulations are presented shortly.

4.1 Setup
In order to generate realistic demand patterns for the scenarios the following rnethod is used to generate a basic
demand pattem for one day: A day is divided into 48 periods of 30 minutes each. A curve with peaks in the late
morning and afteriioon and downs during the night in
accordance with [30] and [32] is used to describe ernpirically found traffic patterns. The average demand is 170
bandwidth units.
Based on this curve randoin fluctuations of up to +I-20%
are generated for all periods. This is done for every day in
the week, saturdays are decreased by 60% and sundays by
80% to reflect decreased business activity during those
days. The result is a basic demand pattem which is then
mutated to create the different scenarios for the problem
instance. The following mutations are made independeiitly
for each generated scenario: With a probability of 80% the
demand of 1 to 4 whole days is scaled up or down by up to
20%,with a probability of 80% representing busy or calm
days. The same is done for the whole week-witha chance
2.Theslope in a local minimurn or maximum is zero. The difference fiinction here obviously has no rnaximum.

Figure 3: Demaiid of one scenario for oiie week (left) and demand of three scenarios for one day (right).
of 75%. In addition, 15% to 35% of the dernaiid of 8 to 12
periods is shifted 1 period earlier or later, represeiiting a
slight shift in working schedules (e.g., a videoconference
half an hour later as usual).
For each simulation run 20 scenarios were generated
based on the basic demand. Each scenario was assigned the
same probability p,. The bandwidth dernand of one sample
scenario is depicted for a whole week in Figure 3 (on the
left). In the sarne figure three example scenarios are
depicted for a single day (on the right).
The fixed costs were drawn from a uniform distribution
between 700 and 1000 and are equal for all periods, the
variable costs were set to 5 for all periods. The strategies
that were tested are listed in Table 1.

order to do so we evaluate the plans resulting from the different strategies for each scenario. It is possible that a plan
does not allocate sufficient bandwidth for the demand of
some periods for a given scenario. See, e.g., Figure 4 for
the allocation of the RERSOstrategy and the dernand of a
certain scenario.
To account for such failures of the bandwidth allocation
strategies the unsatisfied demand is penalized with penalty
costs that are 10 times as high as the variable costs.
For comparison the deterministic problem without
uncertainty, denoted CERT, is solved (based on the actual
demand) - it naturally always leads to the best results. A
strategy is good if it Comes close to the costs of CERT, as a
measurement
we
use
the
relative
deviation
( C O S~ cOstsCERT)
S~
devx =
for each scenario. In order
COStSCERT
to evaluate the robustness the maximum relative deviation
must not be too large. Table 2 shows the aggregated plan
and penalty costs for the different strategies, averaged over
10 simulation runs (10 different problem instances). The
raiiking of the strategies is also listed, based on the maximum relative deviation.
Demand
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4.2 Evaluating the Robustness
In order zu evaluate the robustness we have to evaluate
the performance of a plan for disadvantageous scenarios. In
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Figure 4: Demand for one week of one scenario
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Table 2: Aggregated Plan and Penalty Costs.

Table 3: Aggregated Plan and Adaptation Costs.

As one can see from Table 2, the RER strategies show
the best worst-case behavior, followed by SCC and
DSUo,2. DED and DSU with lower or higher surplus perform very badly, as does DWC and CC. Those strategies
cannot be considered robust. The RER and SCC strategies
are more robust concerning the variation of their parameters a respectively c.
Instead of penalizing unsatisfied demand the customer
could also try to short-term allocate the missing bandwidth
if this on-demand renegotiation feature is supported by the
provider.
Table 3 shows the planned costs plus the adaptation costs
if short-term allocation is allowed (and the provider always
has enough free capacity). The fixed and variable costs for
short-term allocations are set to twice the costs for reservation in advance.
Note tliat even if short-term allocation in that fashion is
possible, it is still better to use reservation in advance. First
of all, it avoids the risk that there inight be no short-term
resources left and second reservation in advance is still
cheaper, because to completely rely on short-term reservations cannot be better than twice the costs of the comparison strategy without uncertainty CERT (642'046) and these
costs are far higher even than the worst strategy with reservation in advance.

Looking at the aggregated plan plus adaptation costs,
again SCC and RER lead to robust results while DWC, CC
and DSU0,4cannot be considered robust. Interestingly the
SCCo,8and SCC0,85strategies now perform better than the
RER strategies. This can be explained by looking at the
objective function of the RER model M3. The recourse
costs which are penalized are sirnilar to the penalty costs in
Table 2. If the demand of a single period in a scenario is
high the objective function assigns rather low costs to the
risk of underfulfilling the demand in that single period. If,
however, later this scenario occurs and a short term allocation has to be made, the costs will be relatively high since
high fixed costs are incurred for only a single period. The
SCC strategy on the other side would base its calculations
on the o? quantile of the demand in that period, running less
risk of being forced to reallocate for a siiigle penod.
Summarizing, the DWC strategy is not robust and in both
cases leads to very bad results. Although the DWC strategy
never leads to penalty or adaptation costs, its basic plan,
based on the worst case dernand of all scenarios, is still
much more expensive than the combination of penalty or
adaptation and the planned costs of the other strategies.
Only when the penalty costs are set higher than 100 times
the variable costs the DWC strategy performs acceptably.
Thus the DWC strategy cannot be recommended for a wide
range of Parameter sets of the bandwidth allocation problem.

DED and DSU with low surplus factor are also not
robust. Only if the surplus factor of DSU is Set correctly its
performance is acceptable; it can thus not really be considered robust.
The chance-constrained strategy CC also perforrns badly
and is dorninated in performance and cornplexity by SCC.
SCC and RER can be considered robust. SCC bases its
calculations on quantiles of the dernand distribution and
thus uses rnore inforrnation frorn the dernand distribution
than the surplus strategies DSU which explains the better
performance.
RER performs very good, obviously the fine-grained
control over the risk makes it rnore robust than the deterrninistic strategies. If unsatisfied dernand leads to penalty
costs the best results are obviously achieved if the recourse
costs are to equal the penalty costs (See RERSO)For shortterrn allocations the influence of the recourse costs is not
that significant, they should be set to slightly higher values
(RER75).

ation is rnodified to reflect a greater uncertainty in the planning process. The scenarios are created and every strategy
creates a plan based on the scenarios. Then one scenario is
selected to occur in reality and the plans are evaluated by
their perforrnance with the dernand of that scenario. The
occuring scenario, however, is not part of the set of scenarios, it is just similar to one of those scenarios. We create it
by selecting one of the scenanos and changing the dernand
of each penod by +/- 2%. This reflects that the scenarios
the decision making instance bases its decision on are kind
of fuzzy, as they would be in reality.
The average costs, the average deviation, and its Standard
deviation over 20 problern instances for the aggregated
plan and penalty as well as plan and adaptation costs can be
found in Table 4. The ranking ist based on the average
deviation. The ranking in performance is quite sirnilar to
the ranking regarding robustness in Section 4.2. The RER
and SCC strategies perform best and can be recornmended.
RER again is better suited for the case with penalty costs
(lost dernand) while SCC is better suited for short-terrn
allocations (resulting in adaptation costs).
DSU again only perforrns well if the surplus factor is Set
correctly. DED and DWC as well as CC perform relatively
badly and cannot be recornrnended.
The conclusioiis from the experirnents are that the RER

4.3 Evaluating the General Performance
S o far only the robustness of the strategies has been evaluated. In a second rnore cornplex, but also rnore realistic
series of sirnulations we try to evaluate the generaljaverage
perforrnance of the different algorithms. The scenario crePlan and Penalty Costs
algorithm

av. costs

I

I

av. dev,

stddev

Plan and Adaptation Costs

I

rank

av. costs

I

av. dev,

I

stddev

I

rank

DED

431'138

32.45%

10.66%

15

415'374

27.61%

4.11%

12

DSuo,oj

409'841

25.91%

7.90%

11

405'740

24.65%

3.53%

I0

Table 4: Performance Evaluation

strategy should be used if no short-term allocations are
made, it is robust and performs best for that situation. The
recourse costs should be set similar to the estimated (calculatory) penalty costs of unsatisfied demand for best performance. However, the strategy is robust against a wrong
Setting of the recourse costs, it still perforrns very good as
long as the recourse costs are in the Same order of magnitude as the penalty costs.
For short-term allocations SCC should be preferred.
However, its Parameter a should not be set too high. If it is
set too high the strategy approaches the DWC strategy
which performed extremely bad. a=0.8 was the best choice
in our simulations.
T h e other strategies are either not robust o r perform too
badly to be recommended. In practice one would intuitively
often base the calculations on the expected deinand (DED
strategy) o r on the worst-case demand (DWC). Both
approaches lead to very bad results.

4.4 Purther Results
In further simulations the fixed costs were varied, the
uncertainty increased and the number of scenarios varied.
In all cases the general conclusions from above and the
general ranking of the strategies remained unaltered in
principle. For the problem instances of Section 4.2 aiid
Section 4.3 allocating resources once per week without
renegotiation leads to about 3 times higher costs than those
yielded by RER o r SCC. This shows again that renegotiation can save a considerable amount of costs. We have
explained why reservation in advance is vital to avoid the
risk of not getting enough bandwidth in peak periods. Even
if that is not the case reservation in advance can be better
that short-term reservations: Short term reservations will be
priced higher because they leave the provider with a inuch
higher planning uncertainty and the risk of underutilizing
his resources. The results show that if short-term allocations are priced even only 15 to 20% higher than long-term
reservations the latter combined with a robust algorithm are
cheaper than the optimal short-term allocations.

5. Summary and Outlook
In this Paper, w e have devised several strategies for
bandwidth allocation under uncertainty. We have put
emphasis on robust strategies which frorn a decision-theoretic viewpoint are generally desirable. By simulations we
have examined our proposed strategies with respect to
robustness as weil a s performance in terms of cost minimization. Some of the more clever strategies showed excellent robustness and performance characteristics whereas
others, mainly the most simple and straightforward ones
but also a fairly sophisticated one (CC), exhibited deficiencies. While w e are aware that our simulation settings are
quite arbitrary (due to lack of empirical data for such services) we believe that the principle lessons from these
experiments are very general and that scenarios capture
uncertainty in the bandwidth allocation problem very well.
As future work we perceive the investigation of more
sophisticated resource models than just simple (one-dimen-

sional) bandwidth capacities, e.g., based on controlled
burstiness as for example captured by simple token buckets
as has been done for deterministic demand in [15]. Furthermore, it would be interesting to extend the model towards
multiple providers as has been done for the deterministic
case in [14], which, however, will certainly be much more
difficult for uncertain demand. Another issue which to us
seems worthwhile further investigation is a rigorous comparison of systems based on reservation in advaiice of variable capacities vs. systems based on on-demand
renegotiation under different dernand Situations which
could quantitatively justify our assumption that for critical
demand the latter system bears too many risks.
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